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Abstract 

This work analyses decision making situations, where the 
quantity of the value function associated with the 
alternatives is a random number with known distribution. 
The main contribution of the paper is that alternatives are 
grouped into pseudo indifference classes, where the 
alternatives are indifferent to at least one of the other 
alternatives in the class. However, not all elements in the 
set are indifferent to each other, unlike classical 
indifference classes. Since the resulting relation of strict 
preference over pseudo indifference classes turns out to 
be non-transitive, it is demonstrated both in theory and in 
terms of an example that it is strongly dependent on the 
significance level of comparisons in order to allocate 
alternatives into groups.  
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1. Introduction 

 
The main task of decision analysis, and more particularly 
multi-criteria decision making, is to make a choice under 
uncertainty. Here, each alternative is associated with a 
consequence. In order to be rational, the decision maker 
(DM) must obey certain properties of her binary relations 
of preference, one of which being transitivity (in its 
different forms). Assume there is a set of n number of 
objects B={b1, b2, b3,…, bn}, where bi and bj are two 
objects from that set. Also assume that the relative 
preference over the alternatives is measured by a value 
function v(.) [Ekenberg, 1998]. Then there exists a 
theorem claiming that if a series of rationality rules apply 
for the DM's preferences, then the following 
dependencies hold for the function v(.): v(bi) v(bj)   bi 

 bj and v(bi)>v(bj)   bi  bj (where  is the binary 

relation "at least as preferred as", and  stands for the 
binary relation "more preferred than", both defined over 
objects). The opposite statement is trivially true, namely 
that if the value function corresponds to the above 
dependencies, then the binary relations of preference 
correspond to the axioms of rational choice, since they 
coincide in terms of properties with the binary relations   
and > over real numbers. 

For many alternatives, the result of the comparison may 
be brought down to strict preference over groups of 
indifferent objects, called indifference classes. For some 
alternatives, however, especially when using computer 
intensive methods, the function v(.) takes random values 
corresponding to a known distribution. Such a setup is 
present for the method REPOMP (Randomized Expert 

Panel Opinion Marginalizing Procedure) [Tenekedjiev, 
Kamenova, Nikolova, 2004]. It offers an approach to 
analyze the subjective opinion of an expert panel, and a 
hierarchy of criteria is constructed for the sake of the 
analysis. 
This paper offers a method to order alternatives with 
random value functions of the above described type. 
Unfortunately, the resulting binary relation of preference 
would turn out to be non-transitive and would depend on 
the significance level of the comparison. In order to 
compare multiple alternatives, pseudo indifference classes 
are introduced, where the alternatives are indifferent to at 
least one of the other alternatives in the class. However, 
not all elements in the set are indifferent to each other, 
unlike classical indifference classes.  

In what follows, Section 2 presents the properties of 
binary relations of preference. Section 3 discusses the 
theory of indifference classes. Section 4 solves the task to 
order alternatives with random value functions. Section 5 
offers a numerical example for the use of the newly 
proposed approach in solving a task using REPOMP.  
 
2. Properties of classical binary relations of preference 

 
Let B be a set of objects B= 

={b1, b2, b3, …}. Despite the notation, it may be assumed 
that B is either finite, infinite countable, or infinite 
uncountable set. For example, the set of students in a 
school class, the set of teams in the Premier League (the 
English soccer championship) last year, the set of real 
number, the set of consequences in a decision tree, etc. 
Let’s also analyze a condition R for any two elements 
from the set B. Let’s define a logical function for an 
ordered pair of two arguments from the set B, which takes 
two values – true and false – at a condition R: 
 

f(bi, bj)= 
true, if holds,

false, if does not hold.

R

R





(1) 
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The domain of f(bi, bj) is 
 

{(bi, bj) | bi, bjB}.  (2) 
 

This function is called a binary relation, defined over 
the set B. The notation bi R bj stands for the situation 
where the function f(bi, bj)=“true”, whereas bi R bj stands 
for the situation, where the function f(bi, bj)=“false”. It is 
obvious that for any ordered pair of objects bi and bj one 
of the following two conditions hold: 

 
bi R bj or bi R bj.   (3) 

 
In other words, (3) says that for any ordered pair of 

objects from the set B the condition R either holds or not. 
For example, let’s analyze the relation “thicker than” 
defined over the set of books in a library. Then for any 
two books A and B from that set either A is thicker than 
B, or A is not thicker than B (which means that A is either 
as thick as B, or B is ticker). The binary relations may 
have other properties as well, such as transitivity, 
symmetry, asymmetry, reflexivity, irreflexivity, 
comparability, etc.  

The result of comparing two objects may be presented 
by three relations: “more preferred according to the DM 
than”, “equally preferred according to the DM to”, and “at 
least as preferred according to the DM as”. These three 
binary relations are usually called preference orders 
[Daniels, 1999; Sung, 2000]. Regardless of the name, 
these relations are not always orders, i.e. they are not 
always transitive: 

A) The relation “is more preferred according to the DM 
than” shall be shortly called strict preference and shall be 
denoted by . The dependence bi bj means that if the 
DM is offered a choice between these two objects, then 
she will be quite dissatisfied if forced to take bj later on; 

B) The relation “is equally preferred according to the 
DM to” shall be shortly called indifference and shall be 
denoted by ~. The dependence bi ~ bj means that if the 
DM is offered a choice between the two objects, then she 
will not be disappointed if either forced to take bi or bj; 

C) The relation “is at least as preferred according to the 
DM as” shall be shortly called weak preference and shall 
be denoted by . The dependence bi bj means that if the 

DM is offered the choice between the two objects, then 
she will not be disappointed if forced to take bj. 

The necessity to choose the best alternative imposes 
rationality in the preferences of the DM. What follows are 
nine requirements to the binary relations  and ~, which 
guarantee that the DM has rational preferences, expressed 
by her value system: 

1) The strict preference of the rational DM must be 
transitive (support on this seemingly axiomatic rule is 
provided in [French, 1993; Sugden, 1999]): 

 
if for any three objects bi , bj, bk the DM holds bi bj 

and bj bk, 
(4) 

then she must also hold bi bk. 

 
2) The strict preference of the rational DM must be 

asymmetric: 
 

if for any two objects bi, bj the DM holds bi bj, 
(5) 

then she must also hold bj  bi. 

 
3) The strict preference of the rational DM must be 

irreflexive: 
 

there is no object bi such that the DM holds bi  

bi. 
(6) 

 
4) The indifference of the rational DM must be 

transitive: 
 
if for any objects bi, bj, bk the DM holds bi ~ bj  

and bj  ~ bk, (7) 
then she must also hold  bi ~ bk. 

 
5) Indifference of the rational DM must be symmetric: 
 

if for any two objects bi, bj  the DM holds  bi ~ bj, 
(8) 

then she must also hold bj ~ bi. 

 
6) Indifference of the rational DM should be reflexive: 
 
for each object bi the DM should hold bi ~ bi. (9) 

 
7) Mutual transitivity of strict preference and 

indifference: 
 
if for any objects bi, bj, bk  the DM holds bi  bj 

and bj ~ bk, (10) 
then she must hold bi  bk. 

 
8) Mutual transitivity between indifference and strict 

preference: 
 
if for any objects bi , bj, bk  the DM holds  

bi ~ bj and bj  bk, (11) 
then it should also hold  bi  bk.  

9) Тrichotomy of strict preference and indifference 
 
for any two objects bi, bj the DM should hold 

exactly one of the following: (12) 
bi  bj, bj  bi, bi ~ bj. 

 
The rationality of preferences, expressed by , is 

defined in a set of five axioms: 
1) Comparability: 
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For each two objects bi, bj the DM thinks that 
exactly one of the following three statements 

holds: (13) 
bi  bj and bj   bi ; bj  bi and bi   bj ; bi  bj 

and bj  bi . 

 
2) Transitivity: 
 
If for any three objects bi, bj, bk  the DM thinks 

that  
bi  bj and bj  bk, (14) 

then she must also think that  
bi  bk. 

 
3) Reflexivity: 

 
for all objects bi the DM should think that bi  

bi 
(15) 

 
4) Consistency of ~ and  

 
or any two objects bi, bj the DM thinks that bi ~ bj 

(16) 
if and only if she holds  bi  bj and bj  bi. 

 
5) Consistency of  and  

 
for any two objects bi, bj the DM thinks that  bi  

bj (17) 
if and only if she holds bj   bi and bi  bj . 

 
3. Indifference classes 

 
Let I1, I2, …, Im be a partition of the set B of objects:  
 

B    I1  I2  …  Im,  (18) 
 

Ii  Ij    , i j  .  (19) 

 
All elements that belong to a given subset Ii, i=1, 2, ..., 

m, must be equally preferred by the DM. Such a subset is 
called indifference class. Let bi be available from the 
indifference class Ij. Then it is possible to identify the 
elements of the subset Ij and be called the indifference 
class of bi. An indifference class I(bi) may be identified 
for each object bi from the set B, as all objects from B that 
are indifferent to bi: 

 
Ij   I(bi)  {bk   

B| bk ~ bi }. (20) 
 

The binary relation i  - "the indifference class Ik is 

preferred over the indifference class Ij" may be defined 
over the set of indifference classes {I1, I2, …, Im }. This 
means that according to the DM, all elements in Ik are 
strictly preferred over all elements of Ij: 

 

Ik i  Ij  bp  bq, ,    

p kb I   , q jb I  . (21) 

 
The essence of the indifference classes approach is to 

find the preference order of those objects, as follows: 
 

I1 i I2 i   … i  Im.  (22) 

 
It is possible to prove that if the preferences of the DM 

obey the axioms of rational choice (see Section 2), then 
the ranking of objects using the indifference classes 
would be rational. The following statements hold: 

– if two indifference classes have a common object, 
then those coincide, i.e. 

 
if I(bi) I(bj)   , then I(bi)   I(bj) (23) 

 
– if two objects are mutually indifferent, then their 

indifference classes coincide, i.e. 
 

if bi ~ bj , then I(bi)  I(bj); (24) 
 
– if an object is strictly preferred over another, then 

each member of the indifference class of the first object is 
also strictly preferred over each member of the 
indifference class of the second object, i.e. 

 
if bi  bj , then bp  bq, ,   

 bp   I(bi) ,  bj   I(bj). (25) 

 
The indifference classes method [Gilboa, Schmeidler, 

Wakker, 2001; Ghirardato, Marinacci, 2000] is the best 
nonfunctional method to express the preferences of the 
DM over a given set of objects B. It is a compact and 
clear approach, constructed on the grounds of the 
relations “strict preference” and “indifference”, which are 
highly intuitive. There is a mathematical elegancy in the 
proofs that use the aparatus of indifference classes, which 
is why they are often used in specialized research works 
in decision analysis. The only drawback of the approach 
comes from the fact that the DM wishes to express 
preferences over objects instead of sets of objects.  

 
4. Ordering of alternatives in the case of random value 

functions 
 

Assume there are c number of alternatives b1, b2, …, bc. 
Let the value function vk=v(bk) of the k-th alternative bk be 
a random variable, with PDF – fk(v). Let medk be the 
median of the random variable bk. That is,  

 

 0 5
kmed

k. f v dv


  .  (26) 

 
Let meds<medl. Let's construct a statistical test 

regarding the equality of vs and vl, whereas the alternative 
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hъpothesis is vs<vk. Let the hypothesis H0 is tested at a 
given significance level  . If meds=medl, then pvalue may 
be set to 0.5. Otherwise, pvalue between the alternatives s 
and l may be calculated using the formula 

 

   
sv

value l l l sp s,l f v dv dv


 
   . (27) 

 
Often, fk(v) is approximated as a sum of delta functions 

with an area of 1/nk, centered over experimentally derived 

realizations of the random variable vk: vk,1, vk,2,…, 
kk ,nv . 

Then, pvalue may be simplified as: 
 

 

 

1 1

1 1

1
1

1

s l

s , j l ,i

s l

n n

value
j is l

v v

n n

s, j l ,i
j is l

p s,l
n n

L v v
n n

 


 

 

 

 



(28) 

 

where  L condition  stands for 1 if the condition in the 

brackets is true, and 0 if the condition in the brackets is 
not true. The value of pvalue is in fact the number of pairs 
from the realization of the two random variables vs and vk, 
where the "small" variable is larger than the "large" 
variable, divided by the number of all possible 
comparisons. As it is evident from the above formula, this 
is a non-parametric test that is based on almost no 
assumptions.  

If pvalue(s,l)< , then the null hypothesis is rejected, thus 
the random variable vk is less than the random variable vl. 
This implies that bl bs. By analogy, if pvalue(s,l)   , 
then the null hypothesis fails to be rejected, thus the 
random variable vk is considered equal to vl. This implies 
that bl ~ bs. Evidently, the so-defined indifference and 
weak preference would not be transitive, and the mutual 
transitivities also do not hold, i.e. formulae (7), (10), (11), 
and (14) are not true. Only the strict preference relation 
would be transitive, i.e. formula (4) is true.  

In the case of c alternatives, finding the ordering under 
non-transitivity is not an easy task. Let the alternatives be 
sorted in descending order of their medians. Let ord(z) be 
the number of the alternative at the z-th place in this 
ordering: 

 

     1 1ord ord ord cmed med med   (29) 

 

Then, if     1valuep ord k ,ord k   , then 

   1ord k ord kb b  . Otherwise,    1ord k ord kb ~ b  . This rule 

is applied for k=1, 2, …, c–1. In the resulting multiple 
preference order, among all alternatives between each two 
consecutive alternatives there is indifference or strict 
preference. Let's denote the count of the strict preference 
signs as R. For example, for c=10 one possible result is: 

         

         

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

ord ord ord ord ord

ord ord ord ord ord

b b ~ b ~ b b ~

~ b b ~ b ~ b ~ b  

Then R=3. From each multiple preference order, R+1 
pseudo-indifference classes I

p can be formed as follows: 

the first pseudo indifference class 1
p

I  starts at the 

beginning of the multiple preference order and ends at the 
first strict preference sign. The i-th pseudo indifference 

class p
iI  for i=2, 3, …, r, would contain the alternatives 

between the i–1-th and the i-th strict preference signs. The 

last pseudo-indifference class 1
p
RI    would contain the 

alternatives after the last strict preference sign. Of course, 
if in the multiple preference order, there are only indiffer-
ence signs, then all alternatives belong to one pseudo 
indifference class  by the alternatives that lay between 
each two consecutive strict preferences. For the above 

example, there are four indifference class 1
p

I .  

For the example given above, 1 2 3 4
p p p p

I I I I , 

where   1 1
p

ordI b ,       2 2 3 4
p

ord ord ordI b ,b ,b , 

    3 5 6
p

ord ordI b ,b ,         4 7 8 9 10
p

ord ord ord ordI b ,b ,b ,b .  

Between each two elements from two different 
indifference classes, there is strict preference, exactly as 
the case is with the indifference classes. However, it is 
not possible to say what the relation between each two 
alternatives in a single pseudo-indifference class is – strict 
preference or indifference, unlike the indifference classes 
where there is indifference between all objects in the class. 
However, each alternative of a given pseudo-indifference 
class is indifferent at least to one of the other alternatives 
in this class, exactly as with indifference classes. In a 
sense, the pseudo indifference classes are a generalization 
of classical indifference classes. An interesting property 
of pseudo indifference classes is that when they contain 
one or two elements, they actually transform into 
indifference classes. Another interesting property is that 
when they contain at least three elements, two of them at 
most may have less than two elements from the pseudo 
indifference class to which they are indifferent.   

 
5. Numerical experiment 
 
The REPOMP procedure (Randomized Expert Panel 
Opinion Marginalizing Procedure) analyzes the subjective 
opinion of an expert panel in multi-criteria decision 
making situations. In the example, the REPOMP 
procedure is employed to analyze the progress of work in 
the national spatial data infrastructures of 26 countries 
from the EU. Initial screening has outlined only 13 out of 
these 26 countries to be subjected to analysis. The 
methodology is based on expert estimates regarding the 
significance of a hierarchy of criteria, and the assessment 
of each country against those criteria. As a result of the 
analysis, two countries should be outlined and visited in 
order to exchange good practices in the elaboration of the 
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spatial data infrastructure. A detailed description of this 
example is provided in [Ivanova et al., 2013]. A grouping 
in pseudo indifference classes shall be conducted with the 
help of the approaches discussed in the previous sections.  

The REPOMP procedure has five steps of application, 
which follow consecutively below.  

1. Expert definition of a hierarchy structure of primitive 

(directly estimated) and marginal (calculated on the basis 

of their components’ estimates) criteria; 
The hierarchy of criteria defined with the help of six 

experts divides the main marginal criterion K into b=3 
base marginal criteria: K1- “Quality of the country's 
system”, K2 –“Benefits from the visit”, K3 – “Technical 
aspects of the visit” and each of them is divided into more 
marginal criteria. 

2. Estimating the significance coefficients for each 

criterion by each expert. 

For each of the criteria the experts have given estimates 
for their coefficient of significance according to the 
following scale: 0 – criterion with no significance for the 
case; 1 – criterion with very low significance for the case; 
2 – criterion with low significance for the case; 3 – 
criterion with medium significance for the case; 4 –
criterion with high significance for the case; 5 – criterion 
with extremely high significance for the case. 

3. Estimating alternatives against the primitive criteria 

by each expert 

The experts have evaluated all the countries according 
to the degree to which they fulfill the requirements stated 
in the directly estimated criteria. The ranking scale, which 
is used, is from 1 to 9, the latter being the highest 
estimate. Considering that, the preferred alternative is the 
one with the highest total marginal indicator. 

4. Calculating the total marginal criterion (ranking 

ball) for each alternative 

In this stage, the estimates of the experts from steps 2 
and 3 are combined in order to calculate the total 
marginal indicator for each alternative. At each hierarchy 
level the coefficients of significance are used as weight 
coefficients to the experts' estimates on how the alterna-
tives meet the criteria.  

5. Calculating the ranking ball standard deviation for 

each technology 

Since the actual panel consists of a random sample from 
the general population of all possible experts, then the 
acquired ranking ball value is an actual estimate. In 
another similar experiment, another ranking ball shall be 
obtained. In a hypothetic world, a great number (M) of 
similar experiments can be performed in order to obtain a 
great number of point-estimates of the ranking ball, and 
eventually find the characteristics of its distribution. 
REPOMP applies the Bootstrap modification of Monte 
Carlo, described in [Efron, Tibshirani, 1993]. The essence 
of the Bootstrap method is in the generation of a great 
number M of synthetic learning samples with a structure 
identical to the one of the actual learning sample, which 
are obtained from the latter by drawing with replacement. 
As a result, M number of synthetic ranking balls are 

obtained. A pseudo-reality is built, where the actual 
estimates of the true parameters replace the true 
parameter. 

Figure 1 shows the densities of alternative’s ball 
estimates and Table 1 shows a summary of the results of 
all the countries obtained with M=5000 Bootstrap experi-
ments, including ranking ball, mean value and standard 
deviation. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Densities of the alternative's ranking ball 

estimates 

 
Table 1. Summary of the results, obtained with M=5000 

Bootstrap experiments 
Greece: mean ball=8.2273 , median ball=8.2195 , ball std= 0.123 

Czech Republic: mean ball=8.0737 , median ball=8.0699 , ball 

std= 0.107 

Spain: mean ball=5.6442 , median ball=5.6429 , ball std= 0.174 

Latvia: mean ball=5.1910 , median ball=5.1923 , ball std= 0.181 

France: mean ball=4.9077 , median ball=4.9085 , ball std= 0.191 

Netherlands: mean ball=4.8888 , median ball=4.8908 , ball std= 

0.161 

Poland: mean ball=4.8777 , median ball=4.8809 , ball std= 0.154 

Germany: mean ball=4.7206 , median ball=4.7209 , ball std= 0.189 

UK: mean ball=4.3823 , median ball=4.3789 , ball std= 0.174 

Italy: mean ball=4.2048 , median ball=4.2050 , ball std= 0.131 

Austria: mean ball=3.5115 , median ball=3.5129 , ball std= 0.145 

Belgium: mean ball=3.2038 , median ball=3.2050 , ball std= 0.162 

Romania: mean ball=3.1503 , median ball=3.1556 , ball std= 0.169 

The significance of the difference between each two 
consecutive alternatives from the ranking may be 
analyzed by testing the null hypothesis H0 – “alternative i 
is indiscernible from alternative j” and the alternative 
hypothesis H1 – “alternative i is discernible from 
alternative j”. There is a probability of making an error 
while separating two consecutive alternatives from the 
ranking. If the critical probability for the separation error 
is pcrit, then for each two alternatives for which the pvalue 
does not exceed pcrit, the null hypothesis is rejected and 
the alternative one is accepted, i.e. they are discernible 
(alternative i is better than j). When the pvalue exceeds pcrit, 
the null hypothesis is accepted, i.e. the alternatives are 
indiscernible. Having that in mind, Fig. 2 shows the 
alternatives, grouped in pseudo indifference classes at 
pcrit=0.05, based on the information from Table 2. 
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Table 2. Resulting preferences from the hypothesis tests at 
pcrit=0.05 
Greece ~ Czech Republic (p_value=0.1709) 

Czech Republic Spain (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain Latvia (p_value=0.0349) 

Latvia ~ France (p_value=0.1408) 

France ~ Netherlands (p_value=0.4690) 
Netherlands ~ Poland (p_value=0.4805) 

Poland ~ Germany (p_value=0.2608) 

Germany ~ UK (p_value=0.0956) 
UK ~ Italy (p_value=0.2081) 

Italy Austria (p_value=0.0002) 

Austria ~ Belgium (p_value=0.0788) 

Belgium ~ Romania (p_value=0.4150) 

 

Greece Spain (p_value=0.0000)  

Czech Republic  Latvia (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain France (p_value=0.0019) 

Latvia ~ Netherlands (p_value=0.1055) 
France ~ Poland (p_value=0.4508) 

Netherlands ~ Germany (p_value=0.2499) 

Poland UK (p_value=0.0189) 

Germany Italy (p_value=0.0133) 

UK Austria (p_value=0.0000) 

Italy Belgium (p_value=0.0000) 

Austria Romania (p_value=0.0497) 

 

Greece  Latvia (p_value=0.0000) 

Czech Republic France (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain Netherlands (p_value=0.0006) 

Latvia ~ Poland (p_value=0.0929) 
France ~ Germany (p_value=0.2435) 

Netherlands UK (p_value=0.0185) 

Poland Italy (p_value=0.0005) 

Germany Austria (p_value=0.0000) 

UK Belgium (p_value=0.0000) 

Italy Romania (p_value=0.0000) 

 

Greece France (p_value=0.0000) 

Czech Republic Netherlands (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain Poland (p_value=0.0004) 

Latvia Germany (p_value=0.0356) 

France UK (p_value=0.0235) 

Netherlands Italy (p_value=0.0007) 

Poland Austria (p_value=0.0000) 

Germany Belgium (p_value=0.0000) 

UK Romania (p_value=0.0000) 

 

  Greece Netherlands (p_value=0.0000) 

Czech Republic Poland (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain Germany (p_value=0.0001) 

Latvia UK (p_value=0.0009) 

France Italy (p_value=0.0018) 

Netherlands  Austria (p_value=0.0000) 

Poland Belgium (p_value=0.0000) 

Germany Romania (p_value=0.0000)  

 

  Greece Poland (p_value=0.0000) 

Czech Republic Germany (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain UK (p_value=0.0000) 

Latvia Italy (p_value=0.0000) 

France Austria (p_value=0.0000) 

Netherlands Belgium (p_value=0.0000) 

Poland Romania (p_value=0.0000) 
 
Greece ermany (p_value=0.0000) 

Czech Republic UK (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain Italy (p_value=0.0000) 

Latvia Austria (p_value=0.0000) 

France Belgium (p_value=0.0000) 

Netherlands Romania (p_value=0.0000) 

 

Greece UK (p_value=0.0000) 

Czech Republic Italy (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain Austria (p_value=0.0000) 

Latvia Belgium (p_value=0.0000) 

France Romania (p_value=0.0000) 

 

Greece  Italy (p_value=0.0000) 

Czech Republic Austria (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain Belgium (p_value=0.0000) 

Latvia Romania (p_value=0.0000) 

 

Greece Austria (p_value=0.0000) 

Czech Republic Belgium (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain Romania (p_value=0.0000) 

 

Greece Belgium (p_value=0.0000) 

Czech Romania (p_value=0.0000) 

 

Greece Romania (p_value=0.0000) 

 

 

 

0 05 0 05 0 05

0 05

 Latvia, France, 

Netherlands,
 Greece, 

 Spain Poland, 
Czech Republic 

Germany, 

UK, Italy

 Austria, Belgium, Romania 

. . .
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Fig. 3.1 Indifference classes at pcrit=0.05 
 
The same analysis is performed at a significance level 

of pcrit=0.001, in order to compare how the groups of 
alternatives vary with the change of pcrit. The results are 
given in Table 3 and on Fig. 3.1 and 3.2 

 
Table 3. Resulting preferences from the hypothesis tests at 

pcrit=0.001 
Greece ~ Czech Republic (p_value=0.1709) 

Czech Republic Spain (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain ~ Latvia (p_value=0.0349) 

Latvia ~ France (p_value=0.1408) 
France ~ Netherlands (p_value=0.4690) 

Netherlands ~ Poland (p_value=0.4805) 
Poland ~ Germany (p_value=0.2608) 

Germany ~ UK (p_value=0.0956) 

UK ~ Italy (p_value=0.2081) 
Italy ~ Austria (p_value=0.0002) 

Austria ~ Belgium (p_value=0.0788) 

Belgium ~ Romania (p_value=0.4150) 

 

0 001

 Spain,Latvia, 

France, Netherlands,
 Greece, 

Poland, Germany, 
Czech Republic 

UK, Italy, Austria, 

Belgium,Romania

.

 
 
     

   
    

 
  

 Fig. 3.2 Indifference classes at pcrit=0.001 
 
At a significance level of pcrit=0.15, the resulting 

rankings are given by Table 4 and on Fig. 4. 

 
Table 4. Resulting preferences from the hypothesis tests at 

pcrit=0.15 
 Greece ~ Czech Republic (p_value=0.1709) 

 Czech Republic Spain (p_value=0.0000) 

 Spain Latvia (p_value=0.0349) 

 Latvia France (p_value=0.1408) 

 France ~ Netherlands (p_value=0.4690) 
 Netherlands ~ Poland (p_value=0.4805) 

 Poland ~Germany (p_value=0.2608) 

 Germany UK (p_value=0.0956) 

 UK ~ Italy (p_value=0.2081) 

 Italy Austria (p_value=0.0002) 

 Austria Belgium (p_value=0.0788) 

 Belgium ~ Romania (p_value=0.4150) 

 

   

   

0 001 0 001 0 001 0 001

0 001 0 001 0 001
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Fig. 4. Indifference classes at pcrit=0.15 
 
At a significance level of pcrit=0.30, the resulting 

rankings are given by Table 5 and on Fig. 5. 
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6. Conclusions 

 
This paper had its main contribution in presenting an 

approach to rank multiple alternatives with the use of 
pseudo indifference classes. Those resulted from the 
random character of the quantities of the value function 
for the alternatives in some cases, e.g. in computer 
intensive analysis. In order to analyze the way to put the 
alternatives into groups, hypothesis tests were proposed in 
the paper. Following the results from the tests, it was 
shown that since the resulting binary relation of strict 
preference finally turned out to be non-transitive, the final 
content of the pseudo indifference classes strongly 
depended on the significance level of the comparison. 
This statement is clearly shown in the example from Sec-
tion 5, where the values of 0.05, 0.001, 0.15, and 0.30 
were selected as significance values. The first two best 
options (Greece and Czech Republic) wall into different 
pseudo indifference classes only when the significance 
level has higher values (e.g., pcrit=0.30).  

 
Table 5. Resulting preferences from the hypothesis tests at 

pcrit=0.30 
Greece is preferred to Czech Republic (p_value=0.1709) 
Czech Republic is preferred to Spain (p_value=0.0000) 

Spain is preferred to Latvia (p_value=0.0349) 
Latvia is preferred to France (p_value=0.1408) 

France is indistinctive from Netherlands (p_value=0.4690) 

Netherlands is indistinctive from Poland (p_value=0.4805) 
Poland is preferred to Germany (p_value=0.2608) 

Germany is preferred to UK (p_value=0.0956) 

UK is preferred to Italy (p_value=0.2081) 
Italy is preferred to Austria (p_value=0.0002) 

Austria is preferred to Belgium (p_value=0.0788) 

Belgium is indistinctive from Romania (p_value=0.4150) 
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Fig. 5. Indifference classes at pcrit=0.30 
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